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0. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been growing interest in Dirichlet forms on 
infinite-dimensional state spaces. The general theory of Dirichlet forms with 
locally compact state spaces has its origin in classical work by Beurling and 
Deny (cf. [Be/Del, 21) and was considerably extended by Fukushima and 
Silverstein (cf. [Fl, Sill). Besides their importance within analytic potential 
theory, the main strength of Dirichlet forms is the fact that they have a 
corresponding probabilistic counterpart, i.e., there exists an associated 
Markov process. In order to use this machinery also in the case where the 
state space E is an infinite-dimensional, hence non-locally compact 
topological vector space, much work has been done to extend the theory 
appropriately (cf. [A/F/H-K/L, A/H-K14, G2, Kr, Pa, K, F2, Ta, 
B/Hi, 2, A/K]). Partly this work was motivated by the interest in analysis 
on (abstract) Wiener spaces (cf. [Gl, Ma]), partly by applications to 
Euclidean quantum field theory where the relevant state spaces are infinite 
dimensional. (This is in contrast to quantum mechanics, where E= W’, 
hence the original theory was applicable and had proven to be very useful; 
cf., e.g., [A/H-K/St, A/F/Ka/St].) 

In this paper we study forms of the type 

on L*( E; p), where E is a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space 
which is in addition Souslinean and p is a finite positive measure on E. 
d/ak means partial derivative in the direction given by some k E E\ (0) and 
the sum in (0.1) is over (at most) countable many ke E. The domain O(6) 
of (0.1) is C,“(Rd) if E = Rd and the set of all bounded smooth functions 
u depending only on finitely many coordinates such that &(u, U) < cc if E 
is infinite dimensional (cf. Section 3 below). Of course, one always has to 
assume that & is well-defined on L*(E; p), i.e., that au/dk = av/dk ,u-a.e. if 
U, v E o(&) with u = v p-a.e. (This is the case if , e.g., supp p = E.) It turns 
out that for (0.1) to give rise to a Dirichlet form (cf. 3.7 below for the 
precise definition) the only problem is the closability (cf. (l.l)), since if 
(0.1) is closable, it is quite easy to see that its closure is a Dirichlet form 
(cf. 3.8 below). We call closed forms arising this way classical Dirichlet 
forms. 

If E = R”, there is a general representation formula for a Dirichlet form 
E with state space E, which is a special case of the famous Beurling-Deny 
formula (cf., e.g., [Fl, Sect. 2.2]), i.e., if Corn(@) c D(6) and the associated 
Markov process has continuous sample paths then 

F(u,u)=;~$fp,+juvdk: 24, v E c;(Rd), (0.2) 
. ' J 
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where pii, k are Radon resp. positive Radon measures on (Wd such that the 
right hand side of (0.2) is positive definite and finite. But conditions 
implying the closability of forms of the type (0.2) can be derived quite 
easily from those for forms of type (0.1) (cf. 5.4 and [Ro/W, K]). This is 
one reason why we confine ourselves to forms of type (0.1). 

If E is infinite dimensional our framework is more general than all those 
quoted above. In particular, we do not assume that p is quasi-invariant 
with respect to those k appearing in (0.1). In fact one motivation to write 
this paper was to present a unified general approach to infinite- (and finite) 
dimensional analysis using the theory of Dirichlet forms. 

Since sums of closable forms are closable we may confine ourselves to 
the study of 

G;c(u, 0) = j g g d/l, domain as before, 

for k E E\ { 0} fixed. (Actually, all known closability conditions primarily 
ensure the closability of the single summands of (0.1) and then as a conse- 
quence, the closability of (0.1); cf. [Ro/W].) As the main result of this 
paper we prove a necessary and sufficient condition for the form (0.3) to 
be (well-defined and) closable (cf. 3.2 below) and we describe a closed 
extension with explicitly given domain in this case. As a consequence we 
prove a conjecture by Fukushima (cf. [F3]), namely: if dim E-c co and 
(0.3) is closable for all k in a linear basis of E then p is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on E (cf. 5.2 below). 
In addition, we can characterise the corresponding Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives which give rise to closable forms (0.3). Altogether this is the 
multidimensional analogue (cf. 5.3) of the corresponding known result in 
the case where dim E = 1 (see [Ru/Sp, Ha]). 

The organisation of this paper is as follows: 
The proof of the main result is given in Section 3. The main step is to 

reduce the problem to the case where dim E = 1 by disintegration of the 
measure ,u which gives rise to a corresponding decomposition of L’(E; p) 
as a direct integral of Hilbert spaces. This naturally leads to a study of 
quadratic forms on direct integrals of Hilbert spaces, which is done in 
Section 1. 

In Section 2 we recall the one-dimensional case, which was completely 
solved by Rullkotter and Sponemann extending work by Hamza (cf. 
[Ru/Sp, Ha]). We present a modification of their proof (see also the 
Appendix). 

At the end of Section 3 we discuss the connection with the “coordinate 
free” Dirichlet forms studied by Kusuoka in [K] (see also [A/K]), who 
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introduced an appropriate Hilbert space as the tangent space to the state 
space E and the corresponding in~nite-dimensional gradient. 

In Section 4 we consider the special situation where the measure p is 
quasi-invariant with respect to k (k as in (0.3)) and illustrate the 
significance of our result in this well-studied case. In particular, we prove 
a Cameron-Martin-type formula (see 4.7, 4.8 below). 

In Section 5 we present some applications and examples. We first apply 
our results to the unite-dimensional case. Apart from the multidimensional 
analogue of the one-dimensional case (cf. 5.3) and the proof of 
Fukushima’s conjecture (cf. 5.2) mentioned above, we derive results on 
closability proved in [Rii/W] from our main theorem (cf. 5.1). Then we 
briefly explain the well-known case where ,u is Gaussian and subsequently 
pass to Euclidean quantum fields with and without space cut-off. We recall 
that measures p which occur in Euclidean quantum field theory may be 
defined rather indirectly (cf., e.g., [Gu/Ro/Sil, 2, Riil ] ) and are not known 
to be quasi-invariant in three space-time dimensions. This justifies the 
study of closability conditions of forms of type (O.l), (0.3) in such a 
generality, since the associated Markov processes and their generators are 
of physical significance (cf. [AH-K2-41). Conversely, by the “necessity 
part” of our main result (cf. 3.2(ii)) a possible direct proof of the closability 
of (0.3) would provide valuable information about the measure ,u. 

Finally, we note that since we make no assumptions about the support 
of .D in this paper, all results extend to the case where E is replaced by an 
open subset. Furthermore, at least if dim E < +co, the finite measure p 
may always be replaced by a positive Radon measure. Concerning the 
closability of (O.I), (0.3) considered as forms on L’(E; v), where v is some 
other positive Radon measure on E, we refer to [Rii/W]. 

1. DECOMPOSITION OF QUADRATIC FORMS ON 
DIRECT INTEGRALS OF HILBERT SPACES 

Let (H, ( , )) be a real Hilbert space and 11 11 := J<-r;;. In the sequel 
we say that a pair (&, D(b)) is a form on H if D(g) is a linear subspace 
of H and b: D(s) x D(s) -P iw is a non-negative symmetric bilinear form. 
Given a form (8, D(s)) on H and a>O, we set s& := 6” + a( , ), 
D(&@) := D(g). (a, D(b)) is called closed if the pre-Hilbert space 
(D(g), 6?i) is complete and closable if it has a closed extension, i.e., there 
exists a closed form (2, O(z)) on H such that D(b) c D(b) and d = d on 
D(G”). Clearly, (8, D(b)) is closable if and only if the following condition 
is satisfied : 
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1.1. Remark. (i) If a form (8, D(8)) is given by an operator Ton W 
with domain D(T), i.e., 

(8, D(8)) is closed resp. closable if and only if the linear operator T on H 
with domain D(T) is closed req. closable. Furthermore, we recall that an 
operator T is closable if and only if its adjoint T* is densely defined. 

(ii} Let m be the abstract completion of L)(E) with respect to &, . 
Let i be the natural continuous map from D(b) to H. (8, D(d)) is closable 
if and only if the map i is one to one. 

(iii) If (8, D(d)) is closable it has a smallest closed extension 
(8, D(8)), called its closure (cf. [Fl, Sect. 1.13). 

Let (X, 8,i~) be a measure space and (H(X), ( f >),T, X a measurable 
field of real separable Hilbert spaces (over (A’, 9, Y)). Set ii \/,r : = ,‘E. 
We write 

if H is the direct integral of (H(x), ( , ),u).reX in the sense of [IX, Chap, II, 
Sect. 11 (see also [T, Chap. IV, Sect. 81). For u E H let (u,),~, X denote the 
associated element (class) in J”@ H(x) v(A). 
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and for u, v E D(6) 

au, 0) = Jxx y &W’)(U,~, v,) v,(dx) v,(dy). 

Then (8, D(8)) is closed resp. closable f for v1 @v,-a.e. (x, y) E Xx Y, 
(c?(~‘~~), D(b’“,-“‘)) is closed resp closable. 

Prooj Let (~4,)~~~ be an d-Cauchy sequence in D(b) such that 
ull +n-m u in H for some UE H. We have to show that UE D(8) and 
1% + m a%& - % %lL - u) = 0 for some subsequence (u,,,JkE N (where u = 0 
in the proof of closability). 

Selecting a subsequence if necessary we may assume that 

Using the representations of (H, ( , )H) and (8, D(a)) we conclude that 
for v,-a.e. xEX, (u,,.~)~~~ converges to u, in H(x) and that for v, 0 vz-a.e. 
(x3 Y)EXX yv (%,.xL.N is &““*.“‘-Cauchy. If for v, @ v,-a.e. (x, y) E Xx Y, 
(#W’, ,(#W’)) is closed or if u = 0 and for v, @ v2-a.e. (x, y) E Xx Y, 
(tu(.X.-V): D(I(“~-“))) is closable, it follows that for v1 @v,-a.e. (x, y)~Xx Y, 
u, E D(b’“*“‘) and 

lim b’.‘, J)( u, - u,, x, 2.4, - u,, ,) = 0. 
n-03 

Consequently, (x, y) H GP~~)(u, - u,~, X, u, - u,, ,) is vi @ v,-measurable 
and by Fatou’s lemma we have that 

J (p-Y)@ x - u n, x5 u.x - un, xl v,(dx) v,(dy) 

<lim inf 8(X~1’)(z4,,~~-z4u,,.X, ~.4,,,--2.4~,,) v,(dx) v,(dy). 
m-cc J 

The last quantity can be made arbitrarily small for n sufficiently large. 
Hence u E D(b) and lim,, ~ 6(u - u,, u - un) = 0. 1 

1.3. Remark. To prove closability in 1.2 it is enough to assume that 
D(&‘) is contained in the right hand side of (1.2). 

Now we want to prove a partial converse of 1.2. First we need some 
preparations. 

For a real Hilbert space H let 9(H) denote the set of bounded operators 
on H. From now on we fix a real Hilbert space (H, ( , )), a measure space 
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(X, 9, v), and a measurable field of real Hilbert spaces {H(x), ( , ) ,) YE X 
such that 

H= 5" H(x) v(d.x). 

Let ‘3Jt be the set of measurable fields o@ vectors corresponding to 
(H(x), ( , ),I),.EX (cf. [T, Chap. IV, 8.9]), We recall the following notions 
(cf. [Di, T]): 

1.4. DEFINITION. Given an operator T(x) E ,U(H(x)) for each x F X, 
(l”G~)),, x is cahed a measurable operator field if, for any measurable vector 
field (u.~),,~ in YJL (~(x)u,),,x is again in Cm. if, in addition, x I--, /I T(x)\1 Y 
is in L” (X, v) (where I( /j .~ here means operator norm on H(x)), (T(X)),, s 
is called a hounded measurable operator field. In this case (T(x)) TE X defines 
a bounded operator T on H= f” H(x) v(dxf by 

and we write 

T= j” T(x) v(d.xx). (1.3) 

A bounded operator T of the form (1.3) for some bounded measurable 
operator field T(X), E X is called decomposable; it is called diagonal if, in 
addition, T(X) acts by multiplication by a scalar, which we also denote by 
T(X). In this sense we have 

TE L” (X, v) for any diagonal operator T on N= i” H(x) v(dx). ( 1.4) 

The following theorem is well known (see [Di, Chap, II, Sect. 2.51): 

1.5. THEOREM. A bounded operator T on H=fQ H(x) v(h) is decom- 
posable if and only if it commutes with all diagonal operators. 

The decomposition of unbounded self-adjoint operators can be reduced 
to the case of bounded operators. For the convenience of the reader we 
include the proof of the corresponding Proposition f.6 below in the 
Appendix. 

1.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be a non-positive dejinite self&joint operator 
on H=f H(x)v(dx). Let G,:= (a-A)‘-‘, ct > 0. be the associated resofvent. 
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Suppose that G, is decomposablefor each a s 0 us 

G, = 1 G,(x) v(dx). 

Then for any (Y > 0 and v-a.e. x E X, G(x) is self-a&int and injective. Let, for 
XEX, A(x):= 1 --G,(x)-’ zyc,(xj-’ exists and G,(x) is self-adjoint and 
A(x) : = 0 ofherwise. Then A(x) is se~~~oint fir each x E X, 

and for each u E D(A) 

1.7. ~gn~ur~. In the situation of 1.6 we write 

A %I@ A(x) v(dx). 

[fft dv = .Tsr, dv for all JE 9. implies that ft = f2. 

1.8. THEOREM, Let (H, ( , ) ) be a real Nilbert space and {X, 9, v) a 
measure space. Suppose that H = f@ H(x) v(dx) for some measurable field of 
Nilbert spaces (H(x), ( , )x)x6xa Let (8, D(8)) be a.form on Hand suppose 
that 

fhere exists a set PO of d~a~o~a~ operators such that con- 
sidered as a subset of L. o(? (X; v ) (e$ ( 1.4 ) ) it is a ~termini~~ 
class and such that for ail T E g0 and all u, v E D(b) we 
have that Tu E D(8), cR(u, TV) = F( Tu, v), and c?( Tu, Tu) $ 
c&‘(u, u) for some constant c > 0 independent of u. (1.6) 

Assume that D(8) is dense in H and that (&‘* D(g)) is closabk, Let 
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If X is countable hence f @ W(x) v(h) is a direct sum, 1.8 is trivial. The 
proof of the general case is technically rather complicated, but can be 
reduced to 1.6. First we need some preparations and two lemmas. 

From now on let us suppose that all conditions in 1.8 are fulfilled. Recall 
that there is a unique non-positive self-adjoint operator A on H associated 
with (#, I>@)) by 

(cf. [Ft, Theorem 1.X1]). F~rthEr~nore, let fGl)r,O be the resolvent 
associated with ($, B(Z)), i.e., for every d > 0 

and 

We also have that G,=(a--A)-“, oc>O. We refer to [Ft, Sect. 1,3] for 
detaifs. 

i.9. bZ%fMA. (i) Let TE?& T= fC”’ T(x) v(k), T(x)E !R for xfz X, 
Then Tu E D(8) and $?{u, TV) = ~(Tu, v) fur all u, v E r>(d), 

(ii) For any a > 0, G, commutes with all &zgonaE operutnrs OM 
H= j” N(x) v(dx). 

Proof. (i) Let u, DEL)($) and u,,~D(&?if, EE N, such that U, I$‘#+ 7L td 
in H and (u~),#~~ is b-Cauchy. Then Tu,, -+h _t I 2% in H and ( Tu,,),,~ is 
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R-Cauchy by (1.6). Hence TUE D(8) and by definition of the closure 
(8, D(2)) we have again by (1.6) that 

where (OncN is an b-Cauchy sequence in D(8) such that o, 4n --t is1 v in H. 
(ii) Let ct > 0 and TE Z& Then for all v 6 D(Z), u E ff 

&(G,(Tu), v)= (Tu, u>= (u, Tv)=&(G,u, TV) 

= &( T(G, u), u) by (i). 

Hence G,fTtr) = T(G,u). Therefore, 

for all U, UE H and any T=J@ T(x) v(dx)~ PO, T(x) E R. Since Y0 is a 
determining class (cf. (1.6)) it follows that (u,~, (G,v),~), = ((G,u),, u,), 
for v-a-e. XE X. Hence for any diagonal operator T= j* T(x) y(d-xf, 
T(x)E 88, on .N== f@ H(x) vjdx) and ah u, UE H 

(G,(Tu), v> = (Tu, G,u) = j T(xK(G,u),, v,x), v(dx)= (rT(G,u), 0) 

and assertion (ii) follows. g 

1.10. LEMMA. Let A be the operator associated with (r$ D(g)) according 
to (1.9). Then 

Proof The assertion follows from 1.6 and 1.5 if we can prove that 
(a+J-=c I, a > 0, commutes with every diagonai operator. But this is 
an immediate consequence of 1.9(u) and the spectral theorem. @ 

Now we are prepared to prove 1.8: 
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Proof‘ qf‘ 1.8. Define for .Y E X 

D(B’) : = D(J- A(x)) 

ey(u, Ll) := (Jzi(x)u, ,!-A(x)Ll),, u, uED(cf-x). 

Then the assertion follows by 1.1(i) and 1.10. 1 

2. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

From now on we will only study the case H:= L*(E; p), where E is a 
Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space over 53 equipped with its 
Bore1 g-field 9J( E) and p is a (probability) measure on (E, 9?(E)). Of 
course now ( , ) is the usual inner product on L*(E; p). For notational 
convenience we will denote the p-class corresponding to a g(E)- 
measurable function u also by u if no confusion is possible. To have a nice 
measure theory on (E, g(E)) we assume that E is a Souslin space (in the 
sense of Bourbaki, i.e., E is the continuous image of a Polish space). Given 
a form (8, D(g)) on L’(E; 11) we call E its “state space” and we sometimes 
briefly say (67, o(a)) is a “form on E’ (instead of “form on L*(E; p)“). As 
mentioned in the Introduction, by disintegration and the results of 
Section 1, we will reduce the crucial closedness and closability questions of 
classical Dirichlet forms on E (which will be defined in the next section) to 
the case where E = R’. 

Let us recall this case, which was completely solved by Rullkotter and 
Sponemann extending a result of Hamza (see [Ru/Sp, Ha, Sp] and also 
[Fl, Sect. 2.1 I). Theorem 2.2 below is a modification of their result. But in 
order to make this paper self-contained we include the proof of part 2.2(i) 
in this section and a simplified proof of the more technical part 2.2(ii) in 
the Appendix. First we need some notations. 

Let ds denote the Lebesgue measure on [w and 93(Iw) the Bore1 sets of [w. 
Given a &9( [W)-measurable function p: Iw -+ Iw + consider the following 
condition which was introduced in [Ha]: 

(H) p = 0 ds-a.e. on [W\R(p), where 

rER:~‘rip-‘dria, for somec>Oj. 
I c 

Here we adopt the convention that l/O := +co and l/+ a := 0. R(p), 
called the regular set of p, is clearly the largest open set on which p -~’ is 
locally ds-integrable. We also have that p > 0 ds-a.e. on R(p). 
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Let UC R, Cr open, and U: U -3 R be absolutely continuous (i.e., for 
every [a, b] c U, a, b E R, a < b, 24 rEa, b, is absolutely continuous)* Then 

2 (s) := lim u(s + 1) -u(s) 
1-O t 

exists for ds-a.e. s E U and du/ds E L:,,( V, ds) such that for every [a, b] t: U, 
a, be&l, a<b, 

u(b) = u(a) + jab 2 ds. 

2.1. LEMMA. Let p: Iw --B Iw + be B$(IW)-measurable satisfying (H), then 
L’(R(p); p . ds) c I&JR(p); ds) c~ntinuo~~y. 

Proof: Let UE L’(R(p); p .ds) and [a, b] c R(p), a, b E R, a < b. Then 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the measure p-l ds 

Let C,“(R) denote the set of all infinitely differentiable functions on 08 
with compact support. 

2.2. THEOREM. (i) Let p: I!3 -+ 88, be W(R)-measurable satisfying (H) 
and Iet 

R(b) : = {u E L2(R; p ds): there exists an absolutely continuous (ds-) version 

f of u on R(p) such that dii1d.y :rE L’(R; p ds)} (2.1) 

and 

&(u, u) : = j 2 2 p ds; u, vER(b), 5, 6 as in (2.1). (2.2) 

Then (8, D(b)) is closed on L’(1w; p ds). 

(ii) Let p, v be positive Radon measures on aB and let Cs) be the set 
of classes in L’(Oa; ,a) c~rrespunding to C~(BB). Suppose that the form 

R(b) := C3) (2.3) 

G(u,u):=/$$v(ds), u,v~D(&) (2.4) 

is well-defined as a form on L2( 53; ,a), i.e., du/ds = dv/ds v=a.e. if u, v E: C,“(R) 
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with u = v p-a.e. Zf the form (8, D(8)) is closable on L2(Iw; p), then v is 
absolutely continuous with respect to ds and the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
p : = dvjds satisfies (H). 

2.3. Remark. (i) Since U=V on supp p if U, VE C,“(R) with u=r 
p-a.e., a necessary and sufftcient condition for the form (2.3) (2.4) to be 
well-defined on L2(lR; cl) is 

every x E supp v is an accumulation point of supp p’\ { .Y \. (2.5) 

Clearly, if p is absolutely continuous with respect to d.7 and supp r c 
supp ~1, then (2.5) is fulfilled, since a point x E supp 11 violating (2.5) would 
have strict positive p-measure. 

(ii) In Ml g a eneralisation of 2.2 to include so-called “killing and 
jumping parts” of the form (cf. [Fl, Sect. 2.21) is proven. 

(iii) (H) is a rather weak assumption. For instance, clearly every 
g(R)-measurable function p: R + R’ having the property 

for ds-a.e. s E {p > 0 ), 

essinf{p(s’):s-s<s’<s+a}>O for some c>O, 
(2.6) 

satisfies (H). In particular, (H) holds for any lower semicontinuous non- 
negative function on R. On the other hand, if Cc R, C closed, with empty 
interior and strict positive, finite Lebesgue measure, then (H) does not hold 
for p: R-+R+ defined by 

I 
1 if s E C, 

where a,,, b,,eR, nEN, a,<!~,, such that R\C=U,Fz, ]a,?,b,[; 
l&c b,C n I%, b,[=a if nfm. Note that pELl([W;ds) and even p>O 
on 58, but [W\R(p)=C. 

Proof of 2.2(i). Let (u,~)~~~ be an d-Cauchy sequence in D(6) such 
that U, -+,,+K u in L2( R; p . ds) for some u E L2( R; p . ds). We have to show 
that u E D(8) and lim, _ ,~~ &(u - u,,~, u - IA,,) = 0 for some subsequence 
(%)kG Ni’ 

There exists v E L*( R; p . ds) such that dii,/ds -+,I _ jc v in L’(R; p . ds). 
Selecting a subsequence if necessary we may assume that lim, _ r u,, = u 
and lim n- ,(dii,/ds) = v ds-a.e. on R(p). Then by 2.1 for ds-a.e. a, h E R(p), 
a < h, with [a, 61 c R(p) we have that 

u(h) = lim ii,(b) = lim ii,(a) + lim 
b dii,, 

(2.7) 
,, - ‘I ,, - x n - % i (, 

rlrds=u(a)+jb vds. 
. 0 
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For any connected component U of R(p) fix a E U such that (2.7) holds for 
ds-a.e. h E U and define 

G(s) : = u(a) + IS u ds, SE u. 
u 

Then fi= u ds-a.e. on R(p), 17 is absolutely continuous on R(p), and 
v = dii/ds ds-a.e. on R(p). Hence u~D(8) and by Fatou’s lemma we have 
that 

8(u-nu,, u-u,)<liminf &(u,--u~, u,-u,)s*O. i 
m * m 

3. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR CLOSABILITY 

In this section we return to the general case H = L’(E; p), where E, p are 
as at the beginning of Section 2. 

In the sequel we denote the Bore1 a-field associated with a topological 
space X by @i(X). Given two measurable spaces (Xi, gj) (i= 1,2), a 9#1/932- 
measurable map T: X, ---t X2, and a measure ,U on (Xi, 9?,) we denote the 
image measure under T on (X,, &J*) by T(p). 

Let E’ be the topological dual of E, k E E\ {0}, and fix ZE E’ such that 
I(k) = 1. Define 

Q(Z) : = z - I(z)k, z E E. 

Let E, : = n,(E), then E, as a closed subspace of E is also a Souslin space. 
For each z E E, z = x + sk, where XE E,, s E [w, are uniquely determined. 
Since E, E,, are Souslinean we can disintegrate /J with respect to rck: E + E, 
(cf. [D/M, III, 701 or [R, Proposition l]), i.e., there exists a kernel 
pk: E,x?t?(R)-+ [0, l] such that for all U: E-P [w, u bounded, %9(E)- 
measurable, 

jE 4~) Adz) = jEo f, 4x + Sk) PAX, ds) vAd.x), (3.1) 

where v k : = rc&) and P,J ., ds) is vk-a.e. uniquely determined. It is now 
easy to verify that (L2(R; pk(x, ds)), ( , )x)xtE is a measurable field of 
Hilbert spaces over (E,, 99(E,), vk) (where, of course ( , ), is the usual 
L2-inner product with respect to the measure pk(x, ds)) and that 

L'(E; P) = j" L2(R PL(X, ds)) v,Adx) (3.2) 
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(in the sense of Section 1). Here for u E L2(E, p) the corresponding field 
(u,)~~~,~ of vectors is given by u,:= u(x+~), XEE,,. 

Let n E N u ( w }. Define the linear space 

.FC;:= {u:E-+R:thereexist1,,..., l,,,~E’andf’~C~(R?) 
such that u(z)=f(l,(z), . . . . I,,(z)), ZIZE\,, 

where C;(R”‘) is the set of all n-times continuously differentiable functions 
on I&?“’ such that all partial derivatives of up to order n are bounded. Let 
.F6?: denote the associated set of classes in L’(E; p). Note that if 
supp p# E, two different elements in SC: might belong to the same class 
in $7;. Define for u E PC’: the following Gbteaux-type derivative (in 
direction k) by 

; u(z):= -$ u(z+sk) , ZE E. 
., = 0 

(3.3) 

If p has the property 

3 9 -uu=v, 
dk Sk 

p-a.e. if u, v E SC; with IA = v p-a.e., (3.4) 

then 8/jak “respects p-classes” and therefore defines a linear operator on 
L2(E; 11) with domain SFF which we also denote by a/i/ak. In this case we 
define the corresponding form by 

3.1. Remurk. Since E is Souslinean, $8(E) is generated by all 1~ E’ 
(cf. [Ba, Expose no 8, N” 7, Corollaire]). Hence if u E I,‘(,!$ p) such 
that 1 exp(il) u & = 0 for all 1~ E’, it follows that u = 0. Consequently, 
since cos I, sin 16 .FC; , 1~ E’, FT is dense in L’(E; p) (cf. [A/H-K4, 
Sect. 21). In particular, if p satisfies (3.4), then (&. , ,e) is densely 
defined on L”(E; p). 

Now we are prepared to prove one of the main results of this paper: 

3.2. THEOREM. (i) Assume that for vk-ax. x E E,, pk(x, ds) = pk(x, .s) ds 
for some a( [W)-measurable function pk(x, .): [w -+ [w + .satisfJGng JH). Then 
the form 
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has an absolutely ~unt~~uo~s (ds-) uersion ~2~ on R(p{x, -)) 

is closed, or e~~iva~entl~ the operator 8,Gk (defined in (3.6)) with domain 
D(E”,) is closed. Furthermore, (3.4) is satisfied and 8/ldk is an extension of 

a/ak. In particular, the form (&, 9-1 is closable. 

(ii) If,u satisfies (3.4) and the form (&, *e) is closable, then for 
vk-a.e. x E E,, pk(x, ds) = pk(x, s) ds for some ~(~~-measurable fMnct~on 
pk(x, .): R -+ R+ sut~sf~~ng (H). In particular, (c!?~;(, I$&,)} dtlfned bq’ (3&f, 

(3.7) is a closed extension of (&., &T). 

ProoJE: (i) Since by de~nition for u = (u,),~, Eo, v = (Y.~).~~ EON II(&), 

c$(u, u) = s, JR $j 2 pk(x, s) ds vA(dxX) 

(where 17,X, 6, arc as in (3.6)), we can apply 1.2 with Y=(Y) and 
vl( (y)) = 1, 2.2(i), and a standard “measurability argument” to conclude 
that (c&, I?(&)) is closed. Equatjon (3.4) is satisfied because of 2.3(i) and 
(3.2). 

(ii) Let (8, D(Z)) be the closure of ($i. tic). Since E,, is also a 
Souslin space the set PO of all functions T: E;, -+ R of the form 

is dense in L2(&; vk). Hence PO is a determining class in I,“(&, vk) (cf. 
Section 1) and Tox,~F”c~ for any TE $p. Clearly, for TE LX$ the 
operator f * T(x) vJdx) is j ust “multiplication by TO Q,” hence by (3.1), 
(1.6) in 1.8 holds for (G$, k?). Thus by 1.8 there exists a closed form 
(G?‘, L)(P)) on L2(R, p&x, ds)) for every x E .&, such that 

i J CD NJYc ~=(U,)xeXE L2( R; ,ok(x, ds)) vJdx) : u, f D(P) 

for vk-a& x E EO and x k-+ $-‘(u,, u,) is v,-integrable (3.8) 
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and 

b(u, u) = J cF(u,, a,) VJdX), u, 1) E D( 8). (3.9) 

Now let 9: c C;(R), 5BI countable arid dense in C,*(R) with respect to the 
inductive topology on C;=(R), which is given on C:(K), Kc R, K 
compact, by “uniform convergence of all partial derivatives.” (Since it is 
essential for the following arguments we will carefully d~stjnguish below 
between classes of functions in L2 and certain re~resentatjves.1 Let 81, z! E .P, 
and ii,“, 17” be the corresponding classes in L’(R; p(x, A)) and t7, 5 be the 
classes given by zi 0 1, II o I in L*( E; p). Then for all T E $, (cf. above ), 75, 
EEFT and by (3.9) and (3.3) 

Since Z$ is a determ~njng class we can find NE&I(E~~) such that t*n(N) =(I 
and for each x E N’, ti-‘, ii-’ E D(b”) and 

for all 24, v E &. In particular, for every s E N’ 

I?(P) : = (G-’ E L*(lR; pk{x. as): u is in the linear span of 9%r j 

is a we~~-de~ned form on L’(R; pk(x, ds)) (i.e., “respects pk(x, &)-classes,” 
see (3.10)) and has (K‘, D(B’)) as a closed extension, kt is closable. Let 
(8: D(F)) be the dosure of (8,‘, D(b.‘)), XE A”‘. It is easy to see that 
UVo D(6’) for any u E C,“(R) and that 

for ali u, UE C;;“(R) and XE IV’. Hence by Z.Z(iif the assertion follows. b 

3.3. Remark. (i) Under the assumptions of 3.2(i) or 3.2(ii) we can 
conclude that for each tie N, & with domain ST: is also well-defined as 
a form on L*(E; ,u) and that (&, D(&$)) is a closed extension of (&, ,FT;) 
which is therefore ciosable. 
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(ii) Our assumptions in 3.2(C) do not involve I (or E,). Hence, 3.2 is 
independent of the choice of 1 (or I&). 

3.4. DEFINITION. Let k~E\{0]. k is called admissible if for vk-a.e. 
XE-%, p,Jx, ds) = pk(x, s) ds for some @( lR)-measurable function 
pk(x, e): 58 -+ R + satisfying (H) or equivalently (cf. 3.2) if (3.4) is satisfied 
and (&, g?) is closable for some (all) n E N u ( + co f. 

3.5 Remark. In Section 4 we will study the particular case when ,u is 
~-quasi-invariant. By 4.2 below one can compare our results with those in 
[A/H-K2--4, K, A/K] resp. [B/Hi, 21 and can easily see that our notion 
of “admissibility” of k is a weaker condition than “strict positivity’~ resp, 
“strict admissibility” introduced by these authors. Hence Theorem 3.8 resp. 
3.10 below are generahsations of the corresponding results in those papers. 

3.6. COROLLARY. Let K, be a finite or countable set of admissible 
elements in E. Let 

D(s) := UE n D(c$): c ciQf.4, u) < +co 
ktKo kEK0 (3.11) 

&(u, v) := c &+gu, u), u, VED(6, 
ktK0 

and let (8, D(z)) be defined correspondingly with (gk;,, kc) replacing 
(gkak, D(c$)). Then (8, D(8)) is a closed extension of (8, D(d)). 

Proof: Because of 3.2 we only have to show that (8, D(I)) is closed. 
But this follows by 3.2 and 1.2 applied to the case where X consists of only 
one point 1.x) and v,( (xl) = 1. i 

Now let us recall the definition of a Dirichlet form on L*(E; cl). 

3.7. DEFINITION. A form (8, D(b)) on L’(E; p) is a ~~ric~~et form if it 
is closed, D(S) is dense in L’(E, p), and every normal contraction operates 
on (8, L)(b)), i.e., given T: 88 3 R such that T(0) = 0 and 1 T(x) - 7’(r)/ G 
lx-YI for all x, YE%! then for every u&D(b), TouED(&) and &(Tou, 
To u) G &(u, u). 

3.8. THEOREM. Let K, be a finite or countable set of admissible elements 
in E such that 

c Il(k)(*< +03 for ail IEE’. 
kEK” 

(3:12) 
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Let (8, II(J (8, D(b)) be defined as in 3.6. Then D(d) = .E and both 

(8, D(8)) and the closure of (2, $7) are Dirichlet forms. 

Proc?f: We know by 3.6 that (8, D(b)) and (d, O(b)) are closed resp. 
closable. Clearly, (3.12) implies that r>(b) =FT; hence both forms are 
densely defined by 3.1. The fact that the normal contractions operate on 
(G”, D(6)) is an easy consequence of the chain rule for compositions of a 
Lipschitz function with an absolutely continuous function on R and (3.6) 
(cf. [B/H 1, proof of Proposition 51). In the case of (2, v?) we first have 
to consider smooth normal contractions T and then prove that every 
normal contraction operates on the closure of (2, ~7). We omit the 
details and refer instead to the proof of [Fl, Theorem 2.1.11. 1 

3.9. Remark. In analogy with the finite-dimensional case we call the 
Dirichlet forms in 3.8 classical Dirichlet forms on E. 

Given an admissible k in E and u EL)(&) we have defined quick E 
L’(E, u). au/dk can be considered as a ~-stochastic partial der~vfftjve 
of u (w.r.t. k). Of course, one can also study the concept of a “total” 
p-stochastic derivative in the sense of Gcteaux. To this end we need to 
introduce a suitable Hilbert space H that will play the role of a tangent 
space to E at each point (cf. [K]). Then we are able to define the 
‘~coordinate free” classical Dirichlet forms introduced in [K] and study the 
connection with those considered above. 

Suppose that there exists a real separable Hilbert space (H, ( , )“) 
densely and continuously imbedded in E. Identifying H with its dual we 
obtain that E’ is densely imbedded in H; in this sense 

E’cHcE. (3.13) 

Suppose furthermore that we can find a dense linear subspace K of 
(H, ( , )H) consisting of admissible elements in E. 

Let (gkkr D(&Yk)), k E K, be defined as in 3.2. Define the linear space 

S : = u E 0 D(,&): there exists a @E)/&?(H)-measurable function 
kaK 

Vu: E + H such that for each k E K 

(Vu(z), k jH = 2 (z) for p-a.e. z E E and 
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Clearly, if K0 c K is an orthonormal basis of H and (a, o(a)) is defined by 
(3.10) then ScD(b) and for u, ueS 

&(u, u) = j (Vu, Vu), d,u. 

The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 1 in [K]. 

3.10. THEOREM. Let H, K, S be as above and K, c K an orthonormal 
basis of H. Let (8, D(a)), (2, D(b)) be defined us in 3.6. Then 
D(z) = 97 and (&, S) is a closed extension of (8, .e). Furthermore, 
(8, S) is a Dirichlet form. 

ProoJ By (3.13) we have that C,,,, (l,k)i<cc for all IEE’. Hence 
we conclude as in the proof of 3.8 that D(z)=97 But, clearly 
9-c S, hence (8, S) is densely defined and d = d on A* by 3.6. 
Furthermore, if T is a normal contraction on R then T is absolutely 
continuous such that T’= dT/ds is bounded. Since for UE S and ke K, 
Tu ED(&) and (a/ak)( Tu) = (T’ 0 u)(&/ak) it follows that Tu E S. Hence it 
remains to show that (a, S) is closed. So, let (u,,),,~~ be an &I-Cauchy 
sequence in S. By 3.6 there exists u E D(8) such that lim, j nc gI(u - u,, 
u-uu,)=O. Define for zeE 

kFKoE lzJk ( > 
f?f (z) 

2 

r if & dk 
< +oo 

Vu(z) : = 

0 else. 

Then Vu is a &?(E)/GY( H)-measurable map such that jE (Vu, Vu), dp < co 
and selecting a subsequence if necessary we may assume that 
lim, + m Vu,,(z) = Vu(z) in H for p-a.e. z E E. Hence for every k E K 

(VU(Z), k)” = lim (Vu,,(z), k), = ,,lirnm 2 (z) for p-a.e. z E E. 
n-co 

(3.14) 

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that ((VU,, k)H)nCN = 
(a4m), E N is a Cauchy sequence in L’(E; ,u) for each k E K. By 3.2 it now 
follows that for each k E K, u E D(&?,,) and 

d”, lim aun 
ak n--to2 ak 

in L*(E, p). (3.15) 

Equations (3.14) and (3.15) imply that UES. l 



3.11, Remark. (i) In many cases there is a natural choice for the 
“tangent space” H above. But only in some cases does N = K (cf, Section 5 
below f. 

((ii) The natural question when f&‘, S) is equal to the closure of 
(2, ,e) will not be discussed in this paper. But this is true in the 
“Gaussian case” (cf. Section 5 below). 

Let E,g be as before. Define for z~EE, T,: E-+ E by ~,(~)=z+-z~~, 
ZEE. We recah the following notion. 

4.1. DEFINITR~~~. Let KE E\{O). p is called ~-q~u~j-~~~~~~~~~ if T&J) is 
absofutely continuous with respect to 1” for all s E 88. fn this case we set 

Let us fix k E E\ (0 3 such that # is ~-quasi-invariant, We also fix 1~ E’ 
such that l(k) = 1. In this case the disintegration formula (3.1) can be made 
more exphcit. Following [K] we define a measure CT/, on (E, a(E)) by 

Since rr,fC-‘f L: I-M, ~3)) = 2n, ok is a ri-finite measure on (&I+ ,B[E)) which is 
finite on compacts. Furthermore, we have that 

consequently l(akf is the Lebesgue measure on R. Now it is easy to prove 
the following: 
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We set 

PkfZ) := -g (z), ZEE, 
k 

(4.5) 

und we can, of course, assume that pk(z) > 0 for every z E E. 

4.3. Remark. Let SE [w. Using (4.4) the following relation between Pk 
and as&. is easy to check: 

ask(Z) = Pkb - Jk)/Pk(z) for ,u-a.e. z E E. (4.6) 

Following [A/H-K241 we introduce a family V(sk), s E R, of operators 
on Li(E; p) (i.e., the canonical complexification of L”(E; y)) by 

(VW)u)(z) := ~~lu~4(~). z E E, u E L;(E; p). (4.7) 

Note that since ,u is k-quasi-invariant the map u H u 0 rsk respects p-classes 
of functions hence V(sk) is well-defined by (4.7) as an operator on Li(E; p) 
for each SE R. Clearly, the map SH V(sk) is a unitary strongly continuous 
representation of the abehan group R. By Stone’s theorem there exists a 
unique self-adjoint operator n(k) with domain D(x(k)) such that 

V(sk) = exp( &r(k)), SE IFi. (43) 

As in [A/H-K2-41 we introduce the “smoothness condition” 

1 E @n(k)). (4.9) 

If (4.9) holds we set 

P(k) := 2iz(k)l. (4.10) 

j?(k) is called the “drift coefficient” or “osmotic velocity.” 

4.4. Remark. (i) Equation (4.9) can be verified in many examples. It 
is a smoothness assumption on SH uXk(z), ,YE IX!, since it is, of course, 
equivalent with 

!‘-“,s-I(&- 1) exists in L2(E; p). (4.11) 

(ii) Clearly, D(n(sk)) = D(x(k)) and if (4.9) holds then fl(sk) = sp(k) 
for all s E R. 

(iii) If u~D(n(k)), u real valued, then in(k) is (p-a.e.) real valued; 
hence ilt(k) can be considered as an operator on L’(E; II) and in particular, 
P(k) e L*fE ~1. 
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By (4.4) it is easy to check that 

3 5 
--“=ziv dk 

if U, v E YCi with u = v p-a-e. 

(cf. (3.31, (3.4)). Hence 8/ak defines a linear operator on L2(E; ~1 with 
domain $7: which is related to x(k) as follows: 

4.5. f%POSITION. suppose 1 E D(~(k)). 

(i) 

(ii) !f (J/ak)* denotes the adjoint of s/ilk then @?!?L c D((8/iak)*) and 

for every u f .E; 

- fl(k)u. 

Proqf: Part (i) is obvious and (ii) follows from (i) since 
tj~(k))~= --in(k). 1 

4.6. COROL.LARY. Suppose 1 ~Df7t(k)), then the,form (&, 3-l defined 
by (3.5) is closable. Hence k is admissible in the sen.se qf Definition 3.4. In 
particular, the *form (&, D(&‘)) defined in 3.2 is a closed extension gf 

i~..“r~~,,~orallnE~~ji~i. 

Pro@: The first part follows by 4S(ii) and 1.1(i), and the second by 
3.2(ii) and 3.3(i). # 

Because of the last part of 4.6 we can replace &%k by C?/ak in 4.5. The 
following theorem describes the precise relation between pk and flk and 
provides useful information about R(pk(x + &)), XE E,. 

4.7. THEOREM. Suppose 1 E D(x(k)). Then d.~(R\Rfp,(x + *k))) = 0 jiir 
vk-u.e. .K E Eo. Furthermore, let I(x) he a connected component qf’ 
R(y,(x + -k)) and C(X)E I(x), XE E,. For v,-a.e. XE E, there exists an 
abso~~te~~ continaoas ~~~ctio~ 6,(x, .f: R -, IL! + such that IJk(x, s) = 
px-(x + sk).fir ds-a.e. SE: f(x) and 

$&Y, s) = ,Sk(.~, c(x)) exp 1” P(k)(x + tk) dr 
> 

.for each s E if-u). 
i(T) 

(4.12) 
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Moreover, for vk-ae. x E E,, 

R(p,(x + .k)) = {SE R: essinf(p,(x + tk): --E + s < t <s + E} > 0 

forsomeE>O) 

s + E 
= SEE!: 

i i‘ 
,s--c lJ(k)(x-t- tk)J dt < co,for some E> 0 . (4.13) 

Proof: Since pk > 0, the first assertion is obvious by 4.6. Applying 4S(ii) 
we have for each UE=: 

(4.14) 

Since E0 is a Sousiin space the set Z0 of all functions T: E0 -+ R of the form 

T(x) =.ff,l(x), “V, L(x)f, XEE~, f~C,if(W’), li~E;l, 16i<m, 

is dense in L2(E0; vk). For all TEAM and DECO we have by (4.14) 
(applied to U= (7’nrrk). (UC,)) and (4.4) that 

= -j T(x) j” u(s)/3k(x+sk)p,Jx+sk)&vk(dx). 

We therefore conclude that there exists 52 E B(E,) with v,(Q) = 1 such that 
for all UEC~(RB) 

J R $ p/Jx+sk)ds= -f v(s) /&(x + sk) pk(x + sk) ds. 
R 

Fix x E Q. By (4.4) we can assume that s H pk(x + sk) and s H Pk(x $ sk) s 
p,Jx+sk) are ds-integrable on R. (Note that /lkczL2(E; p)cL’(E; p) by 
(4.9).) Consequently, for some a(x) E R 

p/Jx, s) : = u(x) -+ J’ P(k)(x f fk) P/AX +- rk) dr, SER, c(x) 
is a non-negative absolutely continuous version of SI-+ pk(xt sk) on Iw 
(cf. [Mi, Theorem 2.71) such that (d/ds) fik(x, s) exists ds-a.e. on RI 
(cf. Section 2) and satisfies 

$ PAX, 3) = B&)(x + sk) ih&, sf ds-a.e. on R. (4.15) 
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By (4.4) and (2.1) we may assume that 

P(k)(x + .k) E L:,,(R(p,(x + .k)); ds); (4.16) 

hence if we fix c(x) E Z(x), (4.15) implies that 

/l(k)(x+tk)dt Jk(x,s) =0 1 > 
As-a.e. on Z(s). (4.17) 

Consequently, 

Pk(x, s) = jk(x, c(x)) exp 
i 

J” fi(k)(x + tk) dt 
! 

, s~Z(x) (4.18) 
d 1) 

and (4.12) is proven. To prove the last part of the assertion let Mz and M, 
denote the second resp. third set in (4.13). Since 

fi(k)(x + .k) E ~:,,,(~,: d.y), 

(4.15) implies that (4.17) and hence (4.18) holds in a neighborhood of 
each point in M, hence M, c M,. Clearly, M, c R(p,(x + .k)), and 
R(p,(x + .k)) c M1 by (4.16); thus (4.13) is proven. 1 

As a simple consequence we obtain a Cameron-Martin-type formula: 

4.8. COROLLARY. Suppose 1 E D(n(k)) and that R(p,(x + .k)) = R ,fi)r 
vk-a.c. x E EO. Then ,for every s E R 

a,,(z) = exp 
i 

,for p-a.e. z E E. (4.19) 

Proof. Fix s E IR. Applying (4.12) with Z(x) = IL! and c(x) = 0, E E E,, we 
obtain that there exists Q E %Y(E,) with vk(Q) = 1 such that for each x E Q 

PAX + it - s)k) 
,o&+tk) 

fl(k)(x i- (t - r’)k) dr’ for ds-a.e. t E Iw. 

Now the assertion follows by (4.6) and (4.4). 1 

4.9. Remark. (i) Consider the situation of Theorem 4.7. By (4.12) we 
have for vk-a-e. XE E, 

fl(k)(x+sk)=$ lnp,(x+sk) for ds-a.e. s E Z(x), 
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which was to be expected from the finite-dimensional (smooth) case (cf. 
[A/H-K2, Sect. 21). 

(ii) Results corresponding to 4.7 and 4.8 were obtained in [A/H- 
K33 under stronger hypotheses. 

(iii) In some cases p(k) can be obtained as the drift term in a certain 
stochastic differential equation without ask being known a priori. Therefore, 
(4.19) is not only of theoretical interest. 

5. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 

(a) The Finite-Dimensional Case 

Let E = Iw” and let id denote d-dimensional Lebesgue measure on 
(l!P, I). Let p: P--r [w, be g(!P’)-measurable such that flWd p d,l“= 1 
and let 

,LL:= p.nJ 

Let kE I?“\ (0). F or simplicity we assume that k = (0, . . . . 0, 1) E rWd. Then it 
is easy to see that the disintegration formula (3.1) takes the form 

where z = (x, s), x E UP’, s E Iw, U: [Wd+ [w, bounded @[Wd)-measurable 
and 

PdX, s, := 1 {J~P(-,~)i’(ds)>~} P(X,S) 

swp(x, s)A'(ds)' 
XE UP’, SE R. (5.2) 

So, it is easy to check whether k is admissible in the sense of 3.4, i.e., the 
fOrmS (&, CT)), 12E N U { + co}, and (gk, D(gk)) (Cf. (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), 
and 3.3) are closable respectively closed on L’(aB; ,B). Clearly, since E 
is finite dimensional, we may always replace C~(lkV’) by C;t(rW”), 
n E N u { + co }, i.e., the set of all n-times continuously differentiable func- 
tions on P’ with compact support. We will do this from now on without 
further notice. In particular, we recover the following result proved in 
[Ro/W, Sect. 33. 
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5.1. PROPOSITION. Let p: IWd-+ [w, he g( [W“ )-measurable such that 
sRB’, p dAd= 1. Assume the following multidimensional version qf condi- 
tion (H): 

p = 0 A”-a.e. on rWd\ R(p), where 
(5.3) 

p ‘(z) i”(dz) < n ,for sonw E > 0 
;::I;-zO/Ct: 

Then every> k E IX”\ {O} is admissible. 

Proof. We may confine ourselves to the case where k = (0, . . . . 0, 1) E Rd. 
Clearly, R(p) is an open set and we may assume that p >O on R(p) and 
by (5.3) that 

p=o on U?‘\ R(p). (5.4) 

There exist zn E R(p) and E, > 0, n E N, such that R(p) = IJ,,, N BJz,) and 
Se,“,=,, P ~ ’ dE.“< co, where BJz,) := {ZG Rd: (z,, -z( <&,,I. Hence we can 
find a j-“- ’ -zero set NE B(RdP ’ ) such that for every x E N” 

~,(~, pi-‘(x,s)j.‘(d.~)< + oc! 1 for every n E N, 
n 

where Z,,(X) : = {S E R: (x, s) E BJz,,)}. Therefore, for every x E N’ 

.‘;‘, z,(x) = R(P(x, .)I. 

Since for every x E N’ 

p(x,s)=O for every s f R \, U Z,,(X) 
IIE kY 

by (5.4) (H) is satisfied by p(x, .) for each x E N’ and hence by pk(x, .) for 
vk : = (JR p(., s) I.‘(ds)) i.dP ‘-a.e. x E Rd ‘, i.e., k is admissible. 1 

Remark. As in the case d = 1, any a( IFY’ )-measurable function 
p: l&Y’+ R+ having the property that for 1“-a.e. ;E {p >O}, essinf(p(z’): 
Z--E< , z’ 6 z + E ) > 0 for some e > 0, satisfies (5.3). In particular, (H) holds 
for any lower semicontinuous function. 

Now we want to study the situation where p is not assumed to be 
absolutely continuous with respect to 1”. It is, of course, easy to find 
examples of non-absolutely continuous measures p and k E R”\ (0) such that 
(&, C-)) and (&, D(gk)) are closable respectively closed on L’(W’; p), 
e.g., if d=2 and XER take p=i’@~,~, k=(O,l) (see also [Fl, 
Sect. 2.1, 2’1). This, however, is not possible, if one can find “sufficiently 
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many” admissible elements in 58’. This was conjectured by M. Fukushima 
(cf. (F3 J) and is the contents of the following theorem. 

5.2. THEOREM. Let p be a probability measure on (R”, B(W)) such that 
there exists a linear basis k , , . . . . k, of Rd of admissible elements. Then p is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure Id. 

Prooj We may assume that kt, . . . . k, is the canonical basis of iR“, 
Suppose there exists Ao~98([Wd) such that Ad(&) =0 and p(A,)>O. Since 
k , , .,., kd are admissible there exist in,: R”- ’ x R + R, , 1 <j< d, as in 3.4 
such that for any M: 88 -+ R, bounded, ~(~~)-measurable 

jRd u(z) Adz) = jRd-, jR 4x,, . ..s Ed) Pj(m?j+ xj) ;L’(dxj) Qdg.,), (5.5) 

where v,~ is the image measure of p under the canonical jth projection 
nj:Rd-+R and ij:= (X ,,..., x1-,, x,~+ ,,..., x~)EUV-‘, l<j<d, if 
x = (X’ , .‘.) x,)~lRd Suppose A,E&?(R”‘-‘) is defined for O<i<d-1 such 
that 

y(AixRx ... xR)>O and A”- ‘(A;) = 0. 
i-times 

Then by (5.5) (applied to j = d- i) 

Hence if 

Ai,, := (x,, . ..) x,~(i+,))EuP(i+‘): I 1 A,@, > ..a> Xd-i)A’(dxd-i)>O 
R 

then 

Aj,, f@(w-f’+l) ), P(i+1)(.4i+i)=0, vd-i(Ai+,XBBx -a’ xR)>O. 
i-times 

But, clearly by (5.6) 

PIAi+lxRx ... XR)=v,~i(Ai+,xRx ... xR)>O. 

(i + 1 )-times i-times 

In particular, Ad-, E 9(R’) is thus defined and we have 

p(A&*xRx *** xR)>O. 
Cd--- L f-times 
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But by (5.5) (applied to j= 1) 

=o 

since %‘(A,. ,) = 0. This contradiction proves the theorem. 6 

The following theorem is now an immediate consequence of 5.2, (5.2) 
and 3.2. It is the complete solution of the ciosabiiity problem in the tinite- 
dimensionai case and the exact ~-dimensional analogue of the one-dimen- 
sional result of Hamza, Rullkiitter, and Spiinemann. 

5.3. THEOREM. Let p be a probability measure on (Iw”, B(W)), de N. 
Then the ,forms 

are well-defined (cf. (3.4)) and closable on L2( IWd; p) for 1 g i < d if and only 
if p is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure id on I@, 
and the Radon-Nikody~n derivative p : = d~~d~.~ satiates the condition 

for any 1 fi<d and idP’-a.e. XE (y~iW-- ‘:jR p.:“(s) 
%‘(ds) > 0}, pv = 0 A’-a.e. on IW\R(pt’), where p:‘(s) : = P(X, , . . . . x_ , , s, xi, . . . . xd- ,), s E 52, if x = (x,, . . . . xd ,) E 
@-I (cf (H) in Section 2for the d&nition qf R(p!i’)). (5.7) 

5.4. Remark. Of course, in the situation of 5.3, also the form 
j Vu *VP dp, u, u E C,“(IWd), is closable on L2(IWd; pcl) since it is a sum of 
closable forms. Using Fatou’s lemma it is rather easy to derive sufficient 
conditions for the closability of forms of the more general type 

&4 au 
- - a, d,!d, u, CE c;(R”), 

i. j = I axi i?xj 

where ajiE &‘,JK’; Ad) from the results obtained above. We refer to 
[Ro/W, Sect. 41 for details. These conditions are much weaker than the 
usual ellipticity assumptions. 

(b) The Gaussian Case 

Let us consider the general situation described in Section 3 and assume 
in addition that p is mean zero Gaussian, i.e., for every IE E’ the image 
measure E(p) of p under I on (Iw, g(R)) is a mean zero Gaussian measure. 
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We recall that B(E) is generated by all IE E’, since E is Sousfinean 
(cf. [Ba, Expose n0 8, No 7, Corolfaire] ). 

p induces a non-negative symmetric bilinear form ( ) >a: E’ x E’ --+ R by 

Let I?‘” be the completion of E’ with respect to ( t }kj”, The following 
proposition is well known. It shows that in the “Gaussian case” all quan- 
tities defined in Section 4 can be calculated explicitly and the question of 
admissibility (i.e., closability and closedness of forms (3.5), (3,6), (3.7)) can 
be settled quite easily. We include a short proof for completeness. 

where for the last equality we have used the formula for the Laplace trans- 
form for a Gaussian measure on Iw ‘. On the other hand, 

5 exp[iE’(z + k)j ~(622) = exp[ -$(1’, r’>, + if’@)] 

and fi) follows from (5.8). 
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(ii) Since fs, Z)I--B askfz) is ~~~~~~~E~-rneasurabIe we condude by 
(4.6) and Fubini’s theorem that for every U: E-, 83, positive, 9(E)- 
measurable 

and (ii) follows. 
By 4.4(i), 1 ~~(~(~)) and {iii) follows easily. The rest of the assertion 

follows by 4.6, fi 

5.6. EXAMPLES. (i) (Abstract Wiener spaces; cf. [Gf, Ma, Ku, Cal 
and the references therein.) Assume that E is a separable Banach space and 
p a Gaussian (mean zero) measure on (E, g(E)) such that supp p= E. 
Then there exists a unique separable Hilbert space (H, ( * )H) which is 
dcnsety and continuously imbedded in E such that 

(cf. [Wa, Theorem 1.11 for details). Note here that Hc; E densely and con- 
tinuously implies E’ 4 H densely and continuously, if we identify H with N’ 
and E’ is equipped with the norm topology. We identify E’ with its image 
in H so that (5.9) makes sense. We then also have that 

hence (5.8) is satisfied for all k E H and 5.5 applies. In particular, each 
k E H\ { 0 ) is admissible. 

(ii) Let E= Y”(V), dg N, i.e., the space of real tempered distribu- 
tions on Iw”, Y(KP) th e associated test function space. Y’(Rd) equipped 
with the cr(,Y’, ,y?)-topology is a Souslin space and 9’” = Y. Suppose that 
~1 is a Gaussian (mean zero) measure on (P”, <@(Y’)) such that (t, t>@ = 0 
implies t = 0 for all IE E’ =Y. Identifying f E t’(&Y’; E.“) with the map 
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l+-+Jagd l(X)f(X) ild(dx), 1~9, L*(@; Ad) becomes naturally a subspace of 
.Y’ and in this sense 

Suppose that the inclusion Y c Y’ is continuous if Y is equipped with the 
topology induced by ( , )P . I’* Then (5.8) is easily seen to hold for every 
k E Y ( c Y’ = E) and 5.5 applies. In particular each k E 9’\ (0) is 
admissible. All assumptions on p made here hold if, e.g., the covariance of 
,u is given by 

I,, l2 E 9 = E’, (5.10) 

where ~1, m > 0 and ( -d + m’) -’ (x) denotes the Green function of the 
operator -A + m* on [Wd. In the cases CI = 1 resp. tl = $, p is just the free 
field resp. “time-zero” free field of mass m in Euclidean quantum field 
theory (cf. [N, Si, Gl/J, Rii2, 31). The case where Y’ is replaced by 9’ can 
be treated similarly. 

(c) Time-Zero Quantum Fields with Cut-off 

Consider the situation of Example 5.6(ii) for d= 1, i.e., E= Y’(R), with 
the weak* topology induced by Y([w) = E’. Let p0 be the “time-zero” free 
field of mass m (cf. 5.6(ii)). We know that 

and that each kEY is admissible w.r.t. j+,. Let K,c Y be an orthonormal 
basis of L2(R; 2’) and define (2,0(d)) as in 3.6. Then we know by 3.10 
with H := L*(R; 2’) that the closure of (2, 97) is a Dirichlet form 
which is independent of &. Let H, be the associated self-adjoint operator 
with domain D(H,) on L*(E; p,,) (cf. (1.9)). 

Clearly for I,, . . . . 1, E E’, fl,=, lip L*(E; ,uO). Define for n E N, 
p?) := pz(“+ 1) 0 p:(n) with p<(“) being the closed linear span of the 
monomials n.$= i I;, j,< n, in L’(E; pO). Now define, for I E E’ = Y and 
n E N, :z*: (I) to be the unique element in Pg) such that 

I :z”: (I) fi li dpO 
E i= 1 

=n! (-A+m2)-1~2(y,-x)li(yi)dy, 
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Let L’: R -+ R be of the form 

with aZN > 0, NE N, (5.11) 

with v any bounded measure on (R, B(R)) with support in ] -45, a[ 
and v is invariant under SC-, --s. Following [A/H-K31 we call (5.1 I ) the 
“P(@)z-case” and (5.12) the “exponential case.” If o is as in (5.1 I) or (5.12) 
and f~ E’ = 9’ define 

V,(z):= E a,, :z’*: (f), .z E E, (5.13) 
I8 = 0 

resp. 

VI(Z) := i 15 9: (I) v(da), zc E. 
n = 0 

(5.14) 

It is easy to see that the sum in (5.14) converges in L’(E; po). Fix (ES” and 
consider V, as a multiplication operator on LZ(E; pO) with (maximai~ 
domain n( V,). Let H, be the operator on L2(E, p) with domain D(H,) z: 
D(H,) n D( I/,) defined by 

H,:= Ho+ v,. 

It is known that HI is essentially self-adjoint on D(N,f, N, is lower 
bounded in the P(Q),-case and positive in the exponential case, and the 
infimum of its spectrum is a simple isolated eigenvalue EI (cf. [A/H-K31 
and the references therein for details). Let 12, be the eigenvector in 
LZ(E; go) to E, with norm 1. One has that Q,> 0 po-a.e. and we may 
assume that j @ &, = 1. The probability measure 

is called the space cut-off P(G), resp. exponential quanturn jTekd. 
Clearly p, is ~-quasi-invariant for any k E Y’ and it follows from [A/H- 

K3, Lemma 5.61 that, in particular, (4.9) holds for p, and any k E 9. Hence 
each k E .Y\ {O) is admissible for pr by 4.6. 
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5.7. Remark. (i) In fact stronger properties of p,, IE Y, are proved in 
[A/H-K3, Sect. 53. In particular, it follows that the assumptions in 4.8 are 
fulfilled; hence the Cameron-Martin-type formula (4.19) holds. 

(ii) It is, of course, possible to replace 1~ Y by more general space 
cut-offs. 

(d) In$nite Volume Time-Zero Quantum Fields 

In the P(Q),-case from now on we only consider the case of weak 
coupling (i.e., the coefficients a, of u in (5.11) are “sufficiently small”). It has 
been proven (cf. [Gl/J/Sl, 21 resp. [A/H-Kl]) that there exists a measure 
p on (Y’, &Y(Y)) such that p, -+ p weakly as I -+ 1. p is called the weakly 
coupled P(Q), resp. exponential time-zero quantum field (H@egh-Krohn 
model). It follows from Theorem 5.2 in [A/H-K31 that p is k-quasi- 
invariant for any k E P’ and that (4.9) holds for p and any kEY. Hence 
each kEY\{O} is admissible for p by 4.6. 

(e ) Concluding Remarks 

(i) For quantum fields as in (c) or (d) it is even possible to prove that 
the densities P~(x, .), k E 9’\ (0) ( see 3.4), are smooth (cf. [A/H-K3, 
Theorems 4.4 and 5.43). 

(ii) Similarly as above one can handle the case of two-dimensional 
space-time quantum fields (cf. [Gl/J, Si, A/H-K1 I), i.e., E= .V’(rW’), 
,uO = free quantum field (i.e., c( = 1 in 5.6(ii)), and polynomial/exponential 
interactions defined correspondingly (see [Si, Theorem X14, Fr] for the 
relevant facts about these fields and also [J-L/Mit, Mit, Bo/Ch/Mit]). 

In fact in [A/R61 ] we prove that for every P(@)z (or exponential) 
Guerra-Rosen-Simon Gibbs state p on Y’(R2) any k E sP(rW’)\ {O} with 
compact support is admissible. The proof is based on the following 
corollary of 3.2 (cf. [A/Riil, Sect. 21): Let E, p be as in 3.2 and kE E\ (0) 
such that ,u is k-quasi-invariant with corresponding Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives ask, s E Iw (cf. 4.1). If for p-a.e. z E E, s -+ ask(z) is continuous on 
[w, then k is admissible. 

(iii) In the case of three-dimensional space-time quantum fields p 
(cf. [Gl/J] and the references therein), which are not known to be k-quasi- 
invariant for k E Y\ (0 >, a direct closability proof of the form (&, 97) 
defined by (3.5) would give important information about p by 3.2(ii). This 
will be the subject of further study. 

(iv) Theorem 3.2(ii) could also be used to gain information about 
measures p on sP’(rW”) which are associated with positive generalized white 
noise functionals (in the sense of Hida’s infinite-dimensional calculus) (cf. 
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[Hi, Hi/Ku/P/St]) and which lead to closable forms under certain assump- 
tions (see [Hi/P/St, A/Hi/P/St]). This will be studied in a forthcoming 
paper. 

(v) In another article we construct the diffusion processes which are 
associated with classical Dirichlet forms (cf. [A/R62]). Such a construction 
is well known if the state space E is locally compact (cf. [Fl, Sect. 63) i.e., 
the vector space E is finite dimensional; but this construction does not 
carry over directly to the infinite-dimensional case. In [A/R621 we apply 
a certain compactification method (already described in [A/H-K2-41 and 
particularly in [K] for Banach spaces) to construct the process. For details 
we refer the reader to [A/RoZ]. 

APPENDIX 

Proqf qf 1.6. Let ~1> 0. Let (t,),,, N be a fundamental sequence of 
measurable vector fields (cf. [Di, Chap. II, Sect. 1, Definition 11). Then for 
any diagonal operator T = j @ T(x) v(dx), T(x)E R, on H=j@ H(x) v(&) 
we have for all n, m E N, since G, is self-adjoint on H, 

c T(xKG,(x) 5,,. r, 5,. .>, v(dx) = (G,(Tt,,), i’,,,) 

= 
i 

T(x)<<,,. \ 3 G,(.~)L. .> u v(dx). 

Hence for all n, m E N, (G,(x) t,,, ri, 5,. ,>., = (t,,..,, G&l L. .>, for v-a.e. 
x E X and thus G,(x) is self-adjoint on H(x) for v-a.e. x E X. Now for v-a.e. 
x E x 

(ran G,(x))’ = ker G,(x)* = ker G,(x); 

hence the injectivity of G,(x) follows if we can prove the denseness of 
ran G,(x) in H(x). But by the same argument as above one can prove that 
the resolvent equation holds for (G,(x)),,, on H(x) and then it easily 
follows that for v-a.e. x E X, ran G,(x) = ran G,+,,(x) for all n E N. By the 
strong continuity of (G,),,o, for each rnEF+l, ((a+n)G,+,~,),,, 
converges to 5, in H, hence a subsequence of ((CI + n) G, +Jx) 5,. ..),, N 
converges to <,,, in H(x) for v-a.e. x E X. Thus ran G,(x) is dense in H(x) 
for iI-a.e. x E X. Consequently, A(x), x E X, as defined in 1.6 is well-defined 
and self-adjoint. Note that D(A)=ran G, and D(A(x))= ran G,(x) for 
v-a.e. s 6 X. 
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Let u = (KJ~, x ED(A) then there exists v= (v,),,~EH such that u,= 
(G, a),, hence by assumption u,% = G,(x)v, and consequently U, E D(A(x)) 
for v-a.e. x E X. Furthermore, (A(x)u,),,~ = (G,(x) v, - v,), E X E 
fQ H(x) v(dx). Thus D(A) is contained in the right hand side of (1.5). We 
also have that for v-a.e. XEX 

(~~).~=~,-(G;‘G,~),=~,-v.~=G~(~)~,-G,(x)- G,(xb, 

= A(x)(G,(x)v.J = A(x)u,. 

Now let u = (u,~),~~ be in the right hand side of (l.S), then for v-a.e. x E X 
there exists v, E H.r such that u,~ = G,(x)v,. But for v-a.e. x E X 

u.,-uv,=(l -G,(x)-‘)G,(x)u,=A(x)u,. 

Since MxMxEx~ (~.xLx ES@ H(x) v(dx) = H, v := (v,),,~E H and by 
assumption (G, v), = G,(x) v(x) = U, for v-a.e. XE X. Hence u = G,u, i.e., 
UEran G1 =D(A). i 

Proof of 2.2(ii). Suppose v is not absolutely continuous with respect to 
ds. Then there exists a compact set Kc R such that v(K) > 0 and ds(K) = 0. 
Let N>O such that Kc I-N, N[ and $,E C,“(R), n E N, such that 
$,J lK( =indicator function of K) and supp 5, c ] -N, N[. Let for x E R’ 

tin(x) : = 7,(x, - 5,(x - 2N and &,Jx) := 1“ I), ds. 
-cc 

Then for each n E N, 4, E C;(W); supp $,, supp 4n c I-N, 3N[ and for 
each XE R we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

Since (+Jx)),, N converges to I/(X) : = 1 K(~) - 1,(x - 2N) for each x E R’ 
and (l$ALEN is dominated by a continuous function with compact 
support it follows that 

(1) j &dwQW41-N, 3NC) I?‘,, II/;ds+.,,4N.p(]-N, 3N[). 
2 . ds( K) = 0, 

(2) &h-4,, 4n-&n,=j-‘-“N Wn-k,J2dv-+.,m~m0, 
(3) b(~,,~,)=S3_N,~dv_,n-rooS3_NN~2dv~v(K)>0. 

Hence (8, D(8)) is not closable (cf. also [Fl, Theorem 2.1.4(i)] for this 
part). 

NOW suppose that p does not satisfy (H). Hence we can find a > 0 such 
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that 2 := R\ R(p) n (p 2 LX} is not a &null set. Let NE R such that 
A : = A” n IN, N + 1 [ has strictly positive &measure. Define 

C:= IN, N+ l[\A 

Ik,,,:= 
k+l 

N+! N+n , 
n’ 1 nEN,O<k<n-1. 

Assume that (#,),,, N is a sequence in L”(R; ds) such that for each n E N 

(a) jli,,,$,,ds=O for kE (0, . . . . n- l}, 

(b) d,,=l on A, 
(cl $,,=O on R\IN, N+ l[I, 
(d) 4,! d 0 on C, 
(e) {,,,,q5tlcpds< l/n’ for each kE (0, . . . . n- 1). 

(The existence of such a sequence (#,,),, mr will be proved below.) Now 
define for n E N 

s 5 
u,(x) : = 4, ds, XER. 

N 

Let (8, o(T)) be the closure of (8, D(d)). Then we have: 

(1) u,ED($) for each nEkJ(, 

(2) (%l),,E N converges to zero in L*(R; p), 

(3) (uJ,,sN is an 27-Cauchy sequence, 

(4) lim,, x c?(u,+,)=jA pds3ads(A)>O. 

To show (1) we recall that if v is a continuous function of compact 
support and such that its derivative v’ : = du/ds in the sense of distributions is 
a (ds-) essentially bounded function then there exists a regularizing sequence 
(dk)k,N in C,Z ([w) such that (o * dk)k E N converges to v uniformly and 

lim (u * dk)’ = lim (v’ * dk) = u’ ds-a.e. 
k-m k-Jr 

Since //v * d,J,< (Iv//, and li(u * dk)‘ljm= Ijv’*dkIIcc < IIv’Ija it follows by 
Lebesgue’s theorem of dominated convergence that v E D(8) and that 

b(v,u)=l ($)‘pd.v 

(since p E L,‘,,(!R; ds)). Since the derivative of U, in the sense of distributions 
is fAT n E N, (1) is thus proven. 
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To show (2) let HEN, XE [N, N+ 11, and O<k<n-1 such that 
x E I,, ,, . Then 

=2[ l,qh,,ds (by (a), (WY (4) 
1k.n 

Ik. n 

hence (d,EN converges uniformly to zero on Iw and (2) follows. 
Property (3) holds since 

> 

u2 
CT-( u, - 2.4, ) 24, - 24,p = (4n - dd’ P ds 

> 

112 
= (4, - hJ2 1 CP ds 

G$+k (by (e)). 

Property (4) follows from the fact that 

Clearly, the existence of (u,),,~ satisfying (l)-(4) contradicts the 
equivalent formulation of closability of (d, D(6)) given in l.l(ii). Hence 
everything is proved if we can show the existence of (dn),EN in L”(R; ds) 
satisfying (a)-(e), which we will do now. 

Fix n E N and define 

&:= 0 on R\]N, N+ l[ 

q5”:= 1 on A. 

It remains to define #,, on C n Ik,, for 0 < k < n - 1. Fix k and set Z : = Ik,n. 
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If ds(A n I) = 0 define 0, : = 0 on C n I. Now suppose that ds(A n I) > 0, 
then (since A c R\ R(p)) 

f 5 In<. 
p-’ dJ+; ds(A). 

Hence j, 1 (.p I ds = +m and we can find a constant M > 0 such that 

s I <. inf( M, p ’ ) ds 2 1. (A.1 
I 

Define d,, : = fl inf(M, p ’ ) on In C, where fi < 0 is chosen such that 

[ 1 A ds + /I 1 inf(M, p I ) I(. ds = 0. (A.2 
I I 

Then, obviously 4, E L” (08; ds) satisfying (a)-(d), and (e) follows since 

/ q5: 1 <.p ds = /I’ j inf(M, p ‘)2 1 (.p d.y 
I I 

=(-8) j,l,d.r<(j, I,.)*<$ (by (A.lL(A.2)). I 
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Nore added in proof: Since the time when this paper was submitted for publication much 
progress has been made concerning classical Dirichlet forms on topological vector spaces. 
First, as announced in Section S(e) (iv), the results of this paper (and those of [A/Rol, 2J) 
have been applied to Dirichlet forms appearing in white noise analysis by T. Hida, J. PotthoR, 
L. Streit, and the two authors in “Dirichlet Forms in Terms of White Noise Analysis, Parts I 
and II,” to appear. Second, the condition (4.9) above on k E E which implied the validity of 
a partial integration formula in direction k (cf. 4S(ii) above) has been weakened considerably. 
In fact, based on the fundamental closability result (i.e., Theorem 3.2) proved in this paper a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a partial integration formula (in direction k) to hold has 
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been proved by the two authors and S. Kusuoka in “On Partial Integration in Infinite Dimen- 
sional Space and Applications to Dirichlet Forms,” J. London Math. Sot., to appear. Third, 
apart from the application of Theorem 3.2 above to prove closability of the classical Dirichlet 
forms defined in terms of Guerra-Rosen-Simon Gibbs states in [A/RGl] (already mentioned 
above), Theorem 3.2 has also been used to give a new proof for the closability of classical 
Dirichlet forms coming from space cut-off time zero quantum fields (cf. Section 5(c) above), 
which in fact works in much more general situations. This has been done by the two authors 
in “New Developments in the Theory and Applications of Dirichlet Forms,” Proceedings, 
Ascona July 1988, to appear (cf, in particular Theorem 4.7), which we also refer to as a survey 
article about all results obtained up to that time. Finally, in “Stochastic Differential Equations 
in Infinite Dimensions: Solutions via Dirichlet Forms,” the two authors proved that the diffusion 
processes associated to classical Dirichlet forms and which have been constructed in [A/R621 
solve certain infinite dimensional stochastic differential equations with non-linear, very 
singular drifts. 
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